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ABSTRACT Vision-based localization systems, namely visual odometry (VO) and visual inertial odometry
(VIO), have attracted great attention recently. They are regarded as critical modules for building fully
autonomous systems. The simplicity of visual and inertial state estimators, along with their applicability
in resource-constrained platforms motivated robotic community to research and develop novel approaches
that maximize their robustness and reliability. In this paper, we surveyed state-of-the-art VO and VIO
approaches. In addition, studies related to localization in visually degraded environments are also reviewed.
The reviewed VO techniques and related studies have been analyzed in terms of key design aspects including
appearance, feature, and learning based approaches. On the other hand, research studies related to VIO
have been categorized based on the degree and type of fusion process into loosely-coupled, semi-tightly
coupled, or tightly-coupled approaches and filtering or optimization-based paradigms. This paper provides
an overview of the main components of visual localization, key design aspects highlighting the pros and
cons of each approach, and compares the latest research works in this field. Finally, a detailed discussion of
the challenges associated with the reviewed approaches and future research considerations are formulated.
INDEX TERMS Ego-motion estimation, GNSS-denied, self-localization, VIO, visual inertial odometry,
visual odometry, VO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial/ground vehicles (UAV/UGVs) have many
advantages such as mobility which incorporates flexibility
and strength. Thus, they have been employed in a wide
range of applications such as for navigation [1], infrastructure
inspection [2], [3], agriculture [4], [5], search and rescue
[6], [7], and many other purposes. In addition, human-
centered robots have become an important research field
due to their ability to assist and support humans, i.e., in
hospitals, restaurants, and service areas [8]. For safe and
efficient autonomous navigation or path planning, a robot
should accurately localize itself within the robot environment.
Therefore, various studies have investigated the localization
problem and many techniques have been proposed [9], [10].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Aysegul Ucar .
There is an impressive progress in developing and inves-
tigating approaches on vision-based navigation systems in
the robotics community [11]. This would allow autonomous
vehicles to operate in global navigation satellite system
GNSS–denied environments and feed the end user with useful
information, i.e., real-time 3D reconstruction (map). Visual
odometry (VO) is one type of vision-based navigation which
estimates the robot’s motion (rotation and translation)and to
localize itself within the environment. The onboard vision
system works by tracking visual landmarks to estimate
motion parameters, rotation and translation, between two
time instants.
The process of VO is defined as estimating the robot’s
ego-motion using the information obtained from sin-
gle or multi-sensors onboard [12]. The gained information
from the sensor(s) should represent a sufficient amount
of meaningful data (i.e., shape, color, texture, ..etc) to
aid the VO process of estimating the sensor’s movement
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relative to the initial state in its surrounding environ-
ment [13]. Furthermore, Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM)means a process of robot’s localization and
simultaneously estimating a robot trajectory and building a
map of the environment, thus VO is a subset of SLAM [9].
SLAM process is achieved, similar to VO, by utilizing the
information gained from an onboard single or multi-sensors.
The performance of VO is affected significantly by the envi-
ronmental conditions such as illumination conditions and the
image quality obtained by the sensor. Furthermore, inertial-
based odometry is not affected by the surrounding conditions,
however, the performance deteriorates with time. By Fusing
the data obtained from visual sensors and the inertial mea-
surements, resulting visual-inertial odometry (VIO) system,
overcoming the limitations of both individual state estima-
tors. Therefore, the use of IMU as a complementary sensor
to visual-based localization enables obtaining a more robust
and accurate pose estimation.
GNSS–denied and low-visibility environments are the
main challenges in autonomous systems research since they
affect the sensor input information and critically degrade the
robot’s action. An example of low visibility environment is
low-light condition which could be solved by using onboard
illumination [14], [15] or single to multi-sensor modalities
such as LiDAR (light detection and ranging) and thermal
imager [16]. Other low-visibility conditions are still very
challenging, including those of smoke or fog-filled condi-
tions. Normal standard cameras, Radars, or LiDARs are used
in such harsh conditions for VO or SLAM, but they deliver
ill–conditioned data, so consequently are not able to estimate
a reliable robot pose, and therefore fail to construct the map
of the environment.
This paper presents a survey on vision-based navigation
paradigms, namely visual odometry and visual inertial odom-
etry. Our review discusses each approach of the mentioned
paradigms in detail in terms of the key design aspects in the
main components, and the advantages and disadvantages of
each category, where applicable. Localization techniques in
low visibility conditions are also presented. Towards the end,
the challenges associated with state-of-the-art techniques for
self-localization are formulated.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides a brief review of self-localization schemes for navi-
gation in GNSS-denied environments. Section III discusses
the evolution of VO schemes under two broad paradigms,
i.e., geometric and nongeometric approaches, and evaluates
different state-of-the-art implementation choices. Section IV
presents a review of recent works pertaining VIO from the
literature, their design choices, and system performance.
Section V provides the state-of-the-art studies related to
localization techniques in visually degraded environments.
Section VI presents an overview, discussion of the main
aspects, and future research perspectives of visual localiza-
tion. In Section VII, the outcomes of our review are high-
lighted and future research considerations in the area are
identified.
II. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUES
A main common challenge in autonomous navigation, path
planning, object tracking, and obstacle avoidance platforms
is to be able to continuously estimates the robot’s ego-motion
over time (position and orientation). Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) is a conventional localization technique that has
been used in various fields of autonomous systems. GPS is
one type of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). GPS
provides any user, who has a GPS receiver, with positioning
information with meter level accuracy [17], and has been
employed as a self-localization source such as for drone
security applications [18]. On the other hand, GPS suffers
from a few limitations that makes it a less reliable alter-
native sensor for self-localization modules, with a few of
these limitations being satellite signal blockage, high noisy
data, multipath effects, low bandwidth, jamming, and inac-
curacy [10], [19]. Although the rapid development of GPS
technologies, i.e., RTK (real-time kinematic) and PPP (pre-
cise point positioning), are capable of providing positions
with a decimeter or centimeter’s level accuracy [20]. The
strength of GPS satellite signals depends largely on the envi-
ronmental conditions, it is effective in clear sky areas and
not suitable for indoor navigation where it gets affected by
the wall and objects. They are not a good candidate for
precise localization which is the main autonomous navigation
module.
In the last decade, many studies have investigated odom-
etry techniques for SLAM applications [21]. In such sys-
tems, the robot’s position and orientation are calculated based
on the onboard sensor(s) information. As an opposite to
GNSS, the self-contained odometry methods do not rely
on external sources (i.e., radio signals from satellite in the
case of GPS). Instead, they rely on the use of local sen-
sory information for determining the robot’s relative position
and orientation with respect to its starting point. The main
components of any SLAM technique are the map/trajectory
initialization, data association, and loop closure [22]. Odom-
etry algorithm is employed in SLAM system to localize the
moving robot within the environment. Then, it is fed into
the optimization algorithm for the developed global map to
reduce the prediction’s drift accumulated from previously
estimated poses. Therefore, SLAM techniques are able to
reduce the accumulated pose error when the robot returns to a
previously observed scene using the history of robot poses in
the global map. In addition, odometry algorithms implement
local map optimization methods, such as windowed bundle
adjustment, to optimize the local map only over the last
poses, leading to local map consistency [22], [23]. SLAM
aims at maintaining a global map consistency and odometry
method is used partially during the SLAMfirst process which
is followed by other steps [24], i.e., local or global map
optimization.
Odometry techniques are highly dependent on sensor infor-
mation which rely on vision, observation, or inertial measure-
ments. Fusion of multiple types of sensing data helps increase
the system reliability, robustness, resilience to failures,
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FIGURE 1. Self-localization/odometry techniques.
however, at the cost of the computational complexity effort.
Hence, the overall platform cost would be increased.
The proposed approaches to odometry techniques were
surveyed by several researchers in the field and the existing
solutions and open research problems were addressed [9],
[10], [12], [19], [25], [26]. Figure 1 provides the general
self-localization/Odometry techniques proposed in the lit-
erature [10]. Mohamed et al. [10] have recently reviewed
the odometry methods for navigation and have categorized
them based on two main approaches, i.e., GNSS-available
and GNSS-denied approaches. They also have classified the
GNSS-denied navigation techniques into single and hybrid-
based frameworks. The five main categories of single-based
approaches are wheel odometry, inertial odometry, radar
odometry, visual odometry (VO), and laser-based odometry.
Similarly, hybrid approaches can be categorized into visual-
laser odometry, visual-radar odometry, visual-inertial odome-
try (VIO), and radar-inertial odometry techniques. A broader
summary of each category was presented along with their
advantages and weaknesses. A comparison between the dif-
ferent odometry techniques was also conducted in terms of
performance, response time, energy efficiency, accuracy, and
robustness. For more detailed information about odometry
techniques, interested readers can refer to [10].
For VO, basic concepts and algorithms were described
and state-of-the-art proposed techniques were compared by
Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer [12] and by Aqel et al. [19].
Poddar et al. [9] have recently reviewed the evolution of
VO schemes over the previous few decades and discussed
them under two main categories, geometric and non-
geometric approaches. A general theoretical background
of camera model, feature detection and matching, outlier
ejection, and pose estimation frameworks was provided.
Furthermore, a list of publicly available datasets for VO was
provided. In 2015, VIO techniques have been reviewed in
terms of filtering and optimization techniques [25]. Further-
more, for vision-based odometry, [26] have briefly provided
a survey based on camera-based odometry for micro-aerial
vehicle (MAV) applications in 2016. Their review focused on
state-of-the-art studies and evaluation onmonocular, RGB-D,
and stereo-based odometry approaches.
A considerable body of research addressing the visual
localization problem can be found in the literature. Based
on the aforementioned surveys, an updated review reflecting
the recent advances on VO and VIO is highly required for
robotics research community. In this survey:
1) We provide a comprehensive review of the most recent
works related to VO and VIO techniques, focusing on
achievements made in the past five years (2016-2021).
2) We propose our understanding of the most important
studies and successful works related to VO and VIO.
3) We conduct an overview of recent adopted approaches
for localization in low-visibility environments. To the
authors’ knowledge, there is no review has addressed
localization techniques in low-visibility environments
that reflects the recent advances in the field.
4) We present a detailed discussion of vision-based self-
localization systems, as shown in Fig. 13.
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FIGURE 2. VO general pipeline [12].
This article serves as a building block for researchers and
developers to understand the basic concept, to compare and
categorize existing applied paradigms, and to highlight open
research problems to improve the recent self-localization
techniques. In addition, it will provide key systematic points
for the user on how to select an appropriate localization
method for navigation based on the environmental conditions
and application needs.
III. VISUAL ODOMETRY
VO is defined as the pose estimation process of a robot,
human, or vehicle by evaluating a set of cues (variations)
in a sequence of images of the environment obtained from
a single to multiple cameras [9]. In short, VO means local-
izing the camera or sensor within the environment. VO is
utilized in many applications such as navigation and control
of robotics (i.e, aerial, underwater, and space robotics), auto-
mobile, wearable computing, industrial manufacturing, and
etc [23], [27].
The concept of VO is similar to the wheel odometry
incremental estimation of the vehicle’s pose and motion by
integrating the number of wheel turns over time. Equally,
VO incrementally estimates the pose by evaluating the vari-
ations of motion induced on a set of images captured by on-
board camera(s). VO is considered as a case of structure from
motion (SfM) technique which is utilized to reconstruct a 3D
scene of the environment and camera poses from a consec-
utive sequence of frames [12]. A 3D view is reconstructed
by calculating the optical flow of key indicators, in which
they are extracted from two consecutive frames using image
feature detectors (i.e Moravec [28]) and corner detectors
(i.e Harris [29]). Then, refinement/optimization of the con-
structed 3D structure is done by using the bundle adjustment
method [30] or any other offline refinement technique. There
are several ways to perform SfM depending upon many fac-
tors such as the number of on-boarded cameras, the number
and order of images, and the camera calibration status. The
last step in SfM is the refinement and global optimization of
the structure and camera pose, it requires a high computation
load, therefore it is performed offline. In contrast, VO is con-
ducted in real time (online) to estimate the camera pose [31].
VO works effectively in conditions where the environment
offers a sufficient illumination level, and a static scene with
rich textures that are enough to aid observing and extract
the apparent motion, and when enough scene is overlapped
between consecutive frames.
A. MOTION ESTIMATION
The main pipeline of VO system is provided in Fig. 2. There
are three standard VO motion estimation methods, which are
segregated into 2D to 2D, 3D to 2D, and 3D to 3D motion
estimation techniques. The methods are used to compute
the transformation matrix between two consecutive images
(the current and previous image). They depend on the cap-
tured features and their correspondences whether specified
in 2D or 3D [1]. Appending these single estimated motions
at a time would help in estimating the full robot trajectory.
Lastly, bundle adjustment process is performed to iteratively
refine the pose estimated over the last number of frames [12].
Figure 3 illustrates the VO scheme. At first, a relative pose,
Ti,i+1, between cameras are determined by matching the
location of the corresponding feature points of two consec-
utive 2D images. By using one of the mentioned VO motion
estimation methods, the 3D point pose would be computed.
Then the global camera poses, Ci, are computed using the
concatenated relative transformations which are relative to an
initial reference frame.
FIGURE 3. Illustration of VO scheme.
1) 3D TO 3D ALGORITHM
In this algorithm, the camera motion relative to an initial state
is computed in the following steps. At first, match a set of 3D
points extracted from a pair of successive images. Secondly,
triangulate the 3D matched features between frames. The
relative camera motion is estimated by the transformation of
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two consecutive frames that is computed based on minimiz-
ing the Euclidean distance between two corresponding 3D
features [12].
2) 3D TO 2D ALGORITHM
Similar to the previous algorithm, the aim is to determine
the transformation matrix that relies on minimizing the 2D
reprojection error of its correspondence 3D feature points.
The cost function is depicted by Eq. 1.






where T kt is the transformation matrix to minimize the pro-
jection error between two consecutive frames t-1 and t.
Pt is the 2D point image feature at the current frame whereas
Pt−1 is the 2D point reprojected from a 3D point feature
into a previous image frame. This approach is also called
the perspective-n-points (PnP) algorithm, as it estimates the
camera pose using a k group of i number of 3D points into
2D. The minimum set of points required is determined by the
number of constraints in the system. For instance, a minimal
solution is called perspective-3-point (P3P) [32] utilizing a
set of three 3D points into 2D to estimate the camera pose.
3) 2D TO 2D ALGORITHM
In this algorithm, there are three main steps that are used to
estimate the motion. Firstly, the essential matrix (E) relates
the geometric relation of two successive frames and it is
defined by matching the 2D feature correspondences using
the epipolar constraint, as shown in Fig 4. The essential
matrix (E) and translation matrix (t̂k ) are defined as Eq. 2
and Eq. 3, respectively.
Ek ' t̂kRk (2)
where tk and Rk are the translation and rotation parts of
camera motion parameters [12].
t̂k =
 0 −tz tytz 0 −tx
−ty tx 0
 (3)
The translation vector (tk ) is defined as Eq. 4.
tk = [tx , ty, tz]T (4)
To compute E , a simple approach, the 8-points method is
proposed by [33] which employs an 8 or less noncoplanar cor-
responding points of two successive images. Subsequently,
a simple and widely used method is introduced by [34],
called the Nister five-point algorithm which uses a set of
five matched points to define the geometric relation of two
sequential images. Then, decompose E into the rotation and
translation information to form the transformation matrix,
wherein finally, cameramotionwould relatively be estimated.
To conclude, 3D to 2D based motion estimation is faster
in practice than the 2D to 2D algorithm [35]. In addition,
it estimates the camera pose with higher accuracy than the 3D
to 3D algorithm, since it relies onminimizing the reprojection
FIGURE 4. Illustration of epipolar geometry.
error rather than 3D to 3D position error [12], [19], [21].
In what follows, a review of different implementation design
choices of VO studies is presented (Subsection III-B).
B. KEY DESIGN CHOICES
The visual odometry scheme can be described as a platform
made up of collecting sensor data and a processing architec-
ture to provide an instant camera pose. Techniques to estimate
camera pose can be classified into appearance or feature-
based VO. Figure 5 provides a general classification of the
VO systems, based on the visual module(s) used and the key
approach selected. The used vision module consists of the
type of visual sensor and the sensor placement and orientation
on the robot, can be either facing forward or downward. The
type of visual sensors could be monocular, stereo, RGB-D,
omnidirectional, thermal, and event-based cameras. The first
key design, i.e., the appearance-based VO method, estimates
the motion by assessing the intensity value of the image
pixel of two successive frames by, for example, the opti-
cal flow algorithm [36]. On the other hand, the feature-
based VO works by tracking the detected points of interest
through vectors that represent the tracked point’s local region.
This method purely depends on the image texture, hence
it is not relevant for low feature-based conditions such as
dark or sandy environments [37]. In addition to that, VO can
be performed by a combination of the former methods uti-
lizing hybrid information aiming at a more robust and effi-
cient estimation. VO techniques can be also categorized into
conventional and non-conventional approaches/techniques.
The conventional approaches use camera geometrical rela-
tions to assess the motion. On the other hand, the non-
conventional approaches are based on Machine Learning
tools (i.e., a regression model) trained by VO parameters to
estimate the motion [38], [39]. The advantage of employing
the learning-based VO method over the others is that the
initialization of camera parameters is not required as well as
the process of correcting the scale of the estimated trajec-
tories, as in the case of monocular VO, is not needed [39].
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FIGURE 5. General classification of VO techniques proposed in literature.
The mentioned design choices of VO are elaborated in detail
in the following subsections.
1) CONVENTIONAL – APPEARANCE-BASED VO
The appearance-based VO estimates the camera pose by ana-
lyzing the intensity of the captured image pixels based on
minimizing the photometric error. Unlike the feature-based
VO, this method uses all geometrical information of the cap-
tured camera frames, reducing aliasing issues related to simi-
lar pattern scenes and enhancing the pose estimate’s accuracy
and system robustness, especially when utilized for low tex-
tured and low visibility environments [40]. Figure 6 illustrates
the main pipeline of appearance-based VO paradigms. The
principle of appearance-based VO can be classified into the
region/template matching-based and the optical flow-based
methods.
FIGURE 6. Main pipelines of conventional – appearance-based
VO technique [9].
For regional-based method, the motion is estimated by
concatenating camera poses by performing an alignment pro-
cess for two consecutive images. This technique has extended
its implementation by measuring the invariant similarities of
local areas and using global constraints. Vatani et al. [41] pro-
posed a simple localized approach, relying on a constrained
motion of a large vehicle. It used amodified correlation-based
VOmethodwith respect to the variation in size and location of
the correlation mask based on the vehicle movement and fed
a prior suggested prediction area in the mask for matching.
Hence, its ability to reduce the computational time makes it
more reliable for practical implementation. An extension of
this workwas proposed byYu et al. [42] by utilizing a rotating
template instead of a static template to find the translation and
rotation between two consecutive images.
Furthermore, an adaptive template matching method was
proposed by [43] utilizing a smaller mask size and by varying
the template location with respect to vehicle acceleration.
Several studies have incorporated visual compass with the
template-matching based method for estimating the pixel
displacement between images [40], image rotation for a more
robust systemwith respect to accumulated camera calibration
errors over time [37], image rotation and translation employ-
ing different cameras [36].
Studies on robust regional-based matching methods uti-
lized for other purposes that could be implemented for
VO problems are discussed next. Comport et al. [44] pro-
posed a scheme of utilizing a pair of stereo images and
matching its dense correspondences to estimate the 6-DoF
pose. The process relies on the quadrifocal between the image
pixel intensities that makes the system more robust under
various conditions of occlusion, pixel-wise displacements,
and illumination variations. In addition, Comport et al. [45]
have expanded his work by adding a cost function to min-
imize the intensity errors of the whole image. Moreover,
Lovegrove et al. [46] have assessed vehicle motion using
image alignment techniques and aided by the features on road
surfaces.
Other studies have also been performed on regional-
based matching techniques by analyzing the motion par-
allax to compose 3-D translation and transformation of
two successive images. Motion is estimated in Large Scale
Direct-SLAM [47] by the image alignment method that relies
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on the depth map. The proposed framework consists of stereo
and monocular cues and is able to compensate for brightness
variations of image frames for a more accurate pose predic-
tion. Furthermore, Engel et al. [48] have examined a direct
sparse VO method based on optimizing photometric error,
similar to the sparse bundle adjustment scheme, achieving a
robust motion estimate by utilizing all image points, unlike
featured-based VO which utilizes key geometrical points
only.
For Optical Flow-based method, raw visual pixel data are
imposed into the optical flow (OF) algorithm, wherein the
pixel intensity change of two consecutive frames from the
camera(s) is analyzed to estimate the motion [49]. As the illu-
mination of a pixel varies, the camera motion would be
defined by computing the 2D displacement vector of points
projected on two frames. Works of Brox et al. [50] and [51]
provide an example of a widely used OF methods that use
motion constraints equations. Techniques of optical flow-
based VO are also called direct methods since they utilize
the whole image information and it is used for 2D/3D motion
estimation paradigms. Kim et al. [52] proposed a method to
handle problems of motion cease and changes of illumination
conditions, by employing an integrated method of Black and
Anandan [53] and Corey and Su [54], respectively, to estimate
camera motion.
Campbell et al. [55] have employed the optical flow
method to assess the robot ego-motion parameters. Rotation
and translation are estimated by the far and nearby features
of the images, respectively. For navigation in an unexplored
environment, Hyslop and Humbert [56] have utilized an opti-
cal flow approach imposing a wide range of raw visual mea-
surements to estimate a 6-DoF motion task. Grabe et al. [57]
have estimated the continuousmotion of aUAVby employing
the optical flow method in a closed-loop operation instead
of incremental estimating the motion in frame-to-frame way.
Moreover, they have extended the work of [58] to improve
velocity estimation by combining features in the optical flow
technique. In addition, optical flow algorithms have been
implemented to aid UAV navigation for other purposes such
as object avoidance [59].
Some limitations of optical flow-based schemes are related
to the strength of the environment texture as well as to the
computational constraint. To overcome and minimize the
computational energy consumed, RGB-D camera is utilized
for VO problems and to estimate the motion by minimiza-
tion of the photometric error in the dense map, such as in
Kerl et al. [60]. Furthermore, the method proposed by
Dryanovski et al. [61] has aligned 3D points on the global
map by an iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. In addi-
tion, a fast and low computed VO method was developed by
Li and Lee [62] where the intensity values of selected key
points were analyzed by ICP.
2) CONVENTIONAL – FEATURE-BASED VO
Featured based VO techniques start by targeting areas
having key distinctive information such as lines, curves,
FIGURE 7. Main pipelines of conventional – feature-based
VO technique [9].
edges, or corners, between successive image frames. Then,
the matching and tracking of these features is performed
by an optimization method to reduce the geometric error.
Lastly, computing the transformation matrix is performed
to estimate the motion [63]–[65]. Figure 7 illustrates the
main pipeline of feature-based VO approach. Some of the
feature detectors utilized in the literature include Harris
detector [29], Shi–Tomasi corners [66], maximally stable
extremal regions (MSER) [67], Laplacian of Gaussian detec-
tor [68], Difference of Gaussian [69], and features from
accelerated segment test (FAST), adaptive and generic accel-
erated segment test (AGAST), and optimal accelerated seg-
ment test (OAST) [70]. In addition, some of the used feature
descriptors are binary robust independent elementary features
(BRIEF) [71], speeded up robust features (SURF) [72], scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT) [73], oriented FAST and
rotated BRIEF (ORB) [74], and binary robust invariant scal-
able keypoints (BRISK) [75]. A comprehensive review on
recent advances in feature detection and description algo-
rithms is provided by [76].
Feature-based VO technique is robust when utilized in
environments with high geometric distortions and it is inde-
pendent of the illumination variations [77]. Furthermore,
it may discard some of the valuable image data as it only
extracts the key detected features. The post process of detect-
ing features, which is to extract and match between frames,
requires a high computational energy cost that is proportional
to the number of features that have been extracted in the
process. On the other hand, the higher the number of features
extracted, the more accurate the pose estimation will be.
To increase the feasibility of utilizing feature-based VO tech-
nique for resource-constrained platforms, i.e., UAV [78],
certain key features are only maintained to be extracted.
Kitt et al. [79] proposed a framework to optimize the results
of VO method by uniformly distributing the location of
extracted features within image frames as well as reducing
the required computational load in the process. The approach
was based on a bucketing technique to select an appropriate
number of key features in which the image frame would
segregate into grids and each such grid would have a certain
number of key features that are used in the matching process.
The authors [80] have then extended the method by adding
a classification block following the bucketing stage, wherein
the key features at each grid were sorted into moving or not
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moving features considering the randomized decision tree
model. Later, Cvišić and Petrović [81] have also classified
features of each bucket, however, into four different groups
to enable the selection of good features for better pose esti-
mation results.
Maeztu et al. [82] have assessed the complete feature-
based VO framework utilizing the bucketing method for
tracking and matching using feature descriptors in corre-
sponding grids. This approach helped to improve the esti-
mated motion by adding an external block. The purpose of
the external block was to perform parallel computation (as in
amulti-core framework) and reduce the outliers. Several stud-
ies have improved the results obtained from a feature-based
VO system, however, not in the feature detection or tracking
methods. For example, Badino et al. [83] have improved the
accuracy of the estimatedmotion by averaging the key feature
locations with respect to its all previous occurrences. Further-
more, Krevso and vSegvić [84] have initially calibrated and
corrected camera parameters by comparing and matching the
corresponding points between frames employing ground truth
motion. Cvišić and Petrović [81] have utilized a five-point
algorithm to estimate the camera rotation and translation that
relied on minimizing the reprojection inconsistency for a
combined stereo and monocular VO setup. Camera rotation
was estimated by monocular case to overcome the error of an
imperfect calibration, whereas camera translation was esti-
mated by the stereo case to improve the results accuracy.
The design of the neuromorphic vision sensor, event-based
camera, makes it an ideal alternative and indispensable for
platforms that require accurate motion estimation and good
tolerance in challenging illumination conditions. Event-based
visual odometry (EVO) approach has been proposed by [85]
to compute the camera pose estimation with high precision
and obtain a semi-dense 3D map environment. Due to the
event-based camera characteristics, the proposed pose esti-
mation method was very efficient and feasible to be per-
formed in real-time on a standard CPU.
3) CONVENTIONAL – HYBRID-BASED VO
For low-textured scenarios, feature-based VO schemes are
not considered as a robust scheme since only a few fea-
tures are to be detected and tracked. On the other hand,
the appearance-based VO schemes exploit all image infor-
mation for detecting and matching process between frames,
leading to a more efficient outcome at the cost of a con-
siderable computational power. Thus, hybrid methods have
been introduced to combine advantages of the two above-
mentioned schemes. Scaramuzza and Siegwart [37] have uti-
lized a hybrid VO framework wherein the translation of a
ground vehicle was estimated by feature-based method and
the rotation was obtained by the appearance-based method.
In such a scheme, the vehicle pose would be estimated at a
lower cost of the computational load compared to the feature-
based ones.
Furthermore, a semi-direct VO framework was proposed
by Forster et al. [86] in which the camera pose was estimated
by two main phases: the relative camera pose to the prior
frame (feature correspondences) was estimated by mini-
mizing the photometric error (appearance-based scheme),
whereas camera pose estimation relative to the structure was
assessed by minimizing the reprojection error (feature-based
scheme). Such a hybrid approach improves the estimation
accuracy and eliminates the cost of feature extraction per
frame. Silva et al. [87] utilized a dense appearance-based
VO to estimate the vehicle-scaled rotation and translation
incorporated with featured-based method to recover the scal-
ing factor accurately. Moreover, Feng et al. [88] presented
a localization system dependent upon the environmental
conditions and consists of parallel direct (appearance-based)
and indirect (feature-based) modules. Camera poses would
be estimated by the direct method for low texture conditions
and would be shifted to the indirect-based method if enough
features were detected within the frame. Alismail et al. [89]
proposed a hybrid framework wherein binary feature
correspondences were aligned using the direct-based
VO to increase system robustness, especially in low light
scenarios.
FIGURE 8. Main pipeline of non-conventional – learning-based
VO technique [9].
4) NON-CONVENTIONAL – MACHINE LEARNING-BASED VO
With the development of Machine-learning tools, recent
VO schemes have shifted towards learning- based approaches
for more accurate motion estimation as well as for achieving
faster processing speed of data. In addition, one of the advan-
tages of utilizing VO based learning frameworks is that the
results could be obtained without the need of a prior knowl-
edge of camera parameters. Once a suitable training dataset
is available, the developed regression or classification model
would aid and improve ego-motion estimation. For example,
it could be utilized for scale correction by estimating the
translation and it is robust to deal with noises and outliers by
which it is trained. Figure 8 provides a learning methodology
of learning-based VO paradigm. The network is trained using
sequence of successive frames as the input information to
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predict depth information, motion parameters, or pose esti-
mation as the ground truth output data.
As an example of the earliest work on learning-based VO,
Roberts et al. [90] divided each image into blocks. Then, they
developed a k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) regression model
that was trained to compute the optimal flow for each block.
Motion was then estimated by a voting system between dis-
tinct blocks. Moreover, Roberts et al. [91] proposed another
learning-based method to estimate the optical flow by a linear
subspace if there were considerable depth regularities relative
to the robot motion in the environment. The expectation–
maximization EM algorithm has been utilized to enhance the
learning of subspace properties.
Similarly, Vitor and Fabio [92], [93] have developed Cou-
pled Gaussian Processes (CGP) as a regression model to
obtain optical flow feature parameters. This work was later
extended in [94] whereby they introduced a CGP for the
VO problem. The CGP has enhanced the multitask capability
of the VO system to exploit the correlation between the
permitted multitasks through the coupled covariance func-
tions. Furthermore, to enhance the system performance, they
modified the common zero mean assumption of GP by using
a standard geometric model of the camera. This would pro-
vide an initial estimate which is then refined by the non-
parametric model. This fusion step permitted the inclusion of
prior knowledge in a simple direct way. In a similar manner,
the hypothesis with the other mean of sensor fusion is also
possible like the Kalman Filtering [95], [96].
The utilization of a convolutional neural network (CNN)
based approach was presented by Konda and Memise-
vic [97] to jointly estimate the depth and motion information
obtained across image pairs. Later, in [98], the study was
expanded utilizing CNN model for VO problems to estimate
changes in local velocity and its direction. In the work of
Mohanty et al. [99], a deep CNN model was developed
to extract useful feature sets between two time series data
streams for estimating transformation. The recurrent CNN
was developed for pose estimation in an end-to-end manner
that was trained by a series of geometrical features. In addi-
tion, CNN model was developed using monocular vision to
estimate the vehicle’s position in a true scale. Furthermore,
Peretroukhin et al. [98] have combined a recurrent CNNwith
a Bayesian CNN to infer the sun direction to improveVO ego-
motion estimation. For a more accurate and robust VO sys-
tem, Clement and Kelly [100] have incorporated deep neural
networks (DNN) trained by image canonical appearance to
enhance pose estimation.
To achieve high monocular VO accuracy, Jiao et al. [101]
utilized a learning framework by combining CNN and
Bi-LSTM to leverage the feature properties of image pairs
and to permit understanding of the relationship between the
features of successive images, respectively. Another approach
to VO problem is the development of RCNN proposed
by Liu et al. [102], which is a learning-based model in
an end-to-end training manner employing RGB-D sensors.
The inclusion of depth information along with monocular
imaging helped in injecting an image scaling factor, and thus,
inferring an accurate pose from monocular images. Recently,
Wang et al. [103] have exploited a new framework based
on two models, the first one called Deep Siamese convolu-
tional neural network (DSCNN) and the second one called
DL-basedMonocular VOwhich depends on the first network.
For recovering the camera trajectory, DSCNN model was
trained by the geometrical relationship of consecutive images
to find a 6-DoF camera pose, and the developed model was
validated through experiments. Table 1 provides an overview
of recent VO-based studies with a summary of their imple-
mentation frameworks.
IV. VISUAL INERTIAL ODOMETRY
Inertia-based navigation systems have been traditionally used
in autonomous vehicles to measure motion in GNSS-denied
environments (i.e., urban environments and indoor oper-
ations). Such systems rely on an onboarded 6-axis iner-
tial measurement unit (IMU) which measures the vehicle’s
local linear acceleration and angular velocity. Recently, with
the advancements in hardware measurement technologies,
micro-electro-mechanical IMUs emerged as a convenient
inertial sensing device that fits any mobile platform (such
as micro aerial vehicles) and comes in a compact and light
weight module, and at low cost with high accuracy levels.
Although it has been emerged in a wide range of real-
time augmented reality applications in mobile devices [140],
unfortunately, the high rate of IMU data are corrupted with
noise and biases. Therefore, the performance of inertial-based
odometry methods deteriorate with time and are unreliable
for long-term pose estimation. Integrating the VO pipeline
with an inertial-based localization method would overcome
the limitations of each individually-based approach, yield-
ing visual inertial odometry (VIO) systems. Images capture
features of the scene, while the IMU data provide accurate
pose estimation in a very short time at high frequency in
alleviating the impact of moving objects on the visual sensor
estimation. Thus, the use of IMU as a complementary sensor
to visual-based localization enables obtaining a more robust
and accurate pose estimation.
Figure. 9 presents the general categories of the existing
solutions of VIO systems. They can be categorized based
on the processing stage where sensor fusion occurs into
three categories, namely loosely-coupled, semi-tightly cou-
pled, and tightly-coupled approaches. In addition to this,
VIO systems can also be classified based on the type of
data fusion between the visual and IMU data into filtering-
based and optimization-based approaches. Moreover, similar
to VO-based methods, the type of visual sensor used and how
key information are selected for pose estimation process are
analyzed next. Visual sensors could be one of the following
kinds, i.e., monocular, stereo, RGB-D, omnidirectional, ther-
mal, and event-based cameras. Table 2 reviews recent state-
of-the-art VIO studies.
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FIGURE 9. General classification of VIO techniques proposed in literature.
A. DEGREE OF DATA FUSION
1) LOOSELY-COUPLED VIO
A loosely coupled approach for VIO system processes con-
siders the visual and inertial information as independent enti-
ties, so each unit estimates the vehicle pose as two pose
estimator modules. Then, with the consideration of the vehi-
cle motion constraints, the estimated poses from VO and
IMU modules are fused and processed to refine the vehicle
ego-motion estimation in the delayed fusion stage. In other
words, each pose estimator (VO and IMU units), is pro-
cessed to estimate the vehicle position and orientation as
independent frameworks. Therefore, one of the main draw-
backs is the information loss, in terms of accuracy, which
may be encountered during the fusion process of decou-
pled pose estimation. On the other hand, this approach is
simple, computationally efficient, and easily for expanding
and integrating it with other sensor modalities. The most
common sensory data fusion technique is by utilizing the
Kalman filter (KF). In addition, nonlinear optimization meth-
ods can be used to couple sensory data for better, accurate,
and robust vehicle pose estimation [25], however, at the
cost of additional computational load, making them imprac-
tical for resource-constrained platforms (i.e., UAV [151]).
The general pipeline of loosely coupled VIO is illustrated
in Fig. 10.
Solutions based on loosely coupled VIO methods can be
classified into two categories based on how the data are
processed for prediction and observation in the fusion/filter
stage. In the first category, the IMU measurements are used
for state estimation in the kinematics model, whereas the esti-
mations of VO units are used to update the KF (as observation
data), such as [151], [169]–[171]. As the IMU measurements
comprise linear acceleration data, this approach would pro-
vide high-rate accurate linear velocity estimation, making it
suitable for robotic ego-motion estimation that maneuvers
at variable speeds. The main problem of this approach lies
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FIGURE 10. General pipeline of loosely-coupled VIO.
in the model’s sensitivity to IMU data’s biases and drifts.
Therefore, the cross-coupling of these IMU measurements
in the kinematics model could cause severe accumulation
errors in the pose estimation results when integrated with
VO observations [172].
In the second category, the VO is used to estimate the
model states, while the IMU data is integrated as the observa-
tions to update the KF. This approach is able to provide long-
term attitude estimations which are accurate, robust, stable,
and drift-free. However, such an approach, as opposite to the
first category, is mostly not based on IMUs for pose predic-
tion. Thus, linear velocity estimations are not that accurate.
Therefore, an orientation filter should be considered while
using such an approach. Another drawback of these frame-
works is that the pose estimation module is mostly dependant
on the VO estimations. Once VO either fails or stops estimat-
ing poses, the position and orientation of VIO system would
not be available. An example of this approach is proposed by
Konolige et al. [173].
To overcome the challenge of the fusion interval mis-
match in both loosely coupled VIO estimation methods,
Liu et al. [172] proposed an approach to make full use of
both camera and IMU information. They proposed the use
of separated attitude filter into orientation and position filters
to combine the advantages of the first and second category,
respectively. This stereo VIO approach has proved to sup-
press the drawbacks and achieved accurate pose estimation
even when low-precise IMU devices were used. HaoChih
and Francois [151] have adopted loosely coupled stereo VIO
based on the error-state kalman filter (ESKF). To avoid infor-
mation loss, an indirect error state estimation due to the
high dynamic rate of IMU data were employed. Two state
estimates were produced; the first one being a nominal-state
estimate where noises were not considered; and the other
one being an error-state estimate where accumulated errors
were collected. The error states could be easily estimated
by computing the error states’ Jacobian matrix. In addition
to that, to reduce the effect of IMU drift, a keyframe con-
cept was adopted which increased the system stability and
performance.
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) or Unscented Kalman
Filter (UKF) techniques are applied to fuse the VO results
with inertial measurements to improve VIO performance.
These methods are explained in detail in the filtering-based
VIO method in Subsection IV-B1. A typical study that
employed EKF method to enhance the VIO performance and
incorporate system robustness was proposed by [170]. They
proposed a loosely coupled indirect feedback Kalman filter
integration using the error propagation model and by consid-
ering various characteristics of individual sensors. Moreover,
Gopaul et al. [174] proposed a loosely coupled VIO using
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FIGURE 11. The framework of semi-tightly coupled VIO based on edge alignments developed by [152].
a discrete EKF and took into account processing pairwise
time-correlated measurements. Their results were way bet-
ter than VIO solutions using standard Kalman filter and
the Kalman filter with the conventional shaping filter by
18% and 7%, respectively.
2) SEMI-TIGHTLY COUPLED VIO
A semi-tightly coupled approach for VIO system processes
the visual pose estimation with the IMU sensory data while
maintaining a balance between robustness and computational
complexity. This approach aids real-time robotic navigation,
which is able to cope with big latency between visual image
data with the IMU measurements and performs with limited
computational resources. An example of semi-tightly coupled
VIO approach is presented in [175] for Micro Aerial Vehicle
(MAV) platform equipped with a single camera and an IMU.
Data fusing was based on EKF and visual pose estimation is
based on eight-point algorithm. The framework has demon-
strated its capability to estimate the 6-DoF vehicle pose in
real-time operation.
Moreover, another semi-tightly coupled VIO framework
was developed by [152], to tackle real-time state estimation
of aggressive quadrotor motions, as presented in Fig. 11. The
vision pose estimator was based on edge alignment and data
fusion is based on a sliding window optimization scheme at
the back-end block. For smooth and accurate pose estimation,
they utilized an efficient IMU preintegration and two-way
marginalization scheme, which are appropriate for resource-
constrained platforms.
3) TIGHTLY-COUPLED VIO
A tightly coupled VIO system processes the key informa-
tion and IMU measurements together with the motion and
observation models for vehicle state estimation. With the
advancements in computer and software technologies, most
VIO studies are focused on employing a tightly coupled
framework in their application as shown in Table 2. In tightly
coupled approaches, as opposed to loosely coupled methods,
all sensor measurements are jointly optimized, thereby pro-
ducing higher accuracy state estimation. The general pipeline
of tightly coupled VIO is illustrated in Fig. 12.
FIGURE 12. General pipeline of tightly-coupled VIO.
Tightly-coupled approaches can be categorized into two
classes, i.e., filtering-based and optimization-based VIO
methods, which are to be discussed in the following
subsection IV-B. The classical tightly- EKF-based approach
and well known in the VIO research area is the multi-state
constraint Kalman filter (MSCKF) which were developed
in [141]. In this work, multi-geometrical constraints were
derived in the measurement model from multi-continuous
camera poses, that arose when the same feature was observed
in the motion scenes. The computational load of this frame-
work was in the order of one andwas a function of the number
of detected features in the frames. The experimental results
showed that this approach was able to provide high accurate
pose estimation using a monocular camera and IMU when
performed in real time and in large-scale environments.
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In addition, ROVIO [142] is another tightly coupled
approach based on EKF using a monocular camera and an
IMU. In this work, the pixel intensity errors of image patches
were used to formulate the observation equation in EKF.
This approach did not require any initialization stage since
it utilized the inverse-distance landmark positions which
quickly constructed points in the map and started predicting
the vehicle pose accurately. This work was later extended
in [149] by inherently dealing with the tracked landmarks
using iterated-EKF algorithm. Therefore, this tight-fusion
approach of visual and IMU data and full-state refinement per
landmark processes have elevated themodel pose prediction’s
accuracy and robustness.
Another tightly coupled VIO approach was proposed
by [143]. An IMU error term and the landmark reprojec-
tion error were integrated in a single nonlinear cost func-
tion, thereby marginalizing the previous states and reducing
the computation loads. Therefore, the number of states in
the sliding window optimization stage has been bounded
to ensure real-time system feasibility. Experimental results
have demonstrated real-time operation using a stereo camera
and an IMU to estimate the vehicle pose. Results obtained
were more accurate and robust compared to both vision-
based and loosely coupled visual inertial approaches. Later,
the same framework was adopted by [155], albeit using a
single camera setup. More tightly coupled VIO studies are
provided in Table 2.
B. TYPE OF DATA FUSION
Existing VIO studies, especially tightly coupled approaches
can be generally categorized based on the type of data fusion
into filtering-based and optimization-based paradigms. This
section provides a detailed description of each approach and
existing solutions based on each approach.
1) FILTERING-BASED VIO
Filtering-based VIO processes data in two stages, i.e., it
integrates IMU data to process the state estimation and then
updates the state estimation of the vision-based estimator.
In addition, filtering-based VIO approaches can be for-
mulated as a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
estimator [25], where IMU measurements from propriocep-
tive sensors are used to construct the platform pose prior dis-
tribution as the internal state of MAP. In addition, the visuals
from exteroceptive sensors are used to compute the platform
pose likelihood distribution as the external state of MAP.
In other words, the IMU linear acceleration and angular
velocities are used to drive the vehicle dynamic model to
estimate the vehicle pose. This model is used later to update
the vehicle state using the key information obtained from the
visual data for ego-motion estimations.
To date, majority of the proposed filter-based solutions
can be divided into four frameworks, i.e., algorithms based
on Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF), Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter (MSCKF), and
particle filter (PF). Existing solutions based on these frame-
works are provided in the following subsections.
a: EXTENDED AND UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTERS
Autonomous vehicles or robots are considered as examples
of nonlinear models. Data associated with nonlinear and
dynamic models can be fused using any nonlinear filter such
as the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and particle filter (PF).
PFs offer advantages over the EKF as it can deal with Non-
Gaussian models for nonlinear systems, however, at the cost
of expensive computation [10], [25]. Thus, EKFs have been
used as preferable nonlinear filters in the robotics community.
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is similar to Kalman filter
(KF), however, it can deal with nonlinear models. Basically,
it linearizes all nonlinear model parameters at each time
step via the first-order Taylor expansion so that a conven-
tional linear KF can be applied. In EKF-based VIO system,
the vehicle pose is determined by fusing the propagated state
from IMU noisy raw data and the extracted key information
obtained from visual data captured from single or multivisual
onboarded sensors [176].
Bloesch et al. [142] have proposed an EKF-based VIO,
ROVIO, using a monocular camera. In this work, the state
was updated (Kalman update) by an innovation term which
encompassed the intensity errors of multilevel patch fea-
tures (linear constraint). For accurate tracking performance,
a purely robocentric representation was used, therefore,
no initialization step was required, and the effects of sys-
tem nonlinearities were significantly reduced [177]. Limited
number of tracked features were used in the filter state and a
heuristic management method was adopted for the decision
process regarding the preservation of a particular feature.
Hence, features captured within the last frames were eval-
uated based on a global quality score and were removed if
the score fell below a certain threshold. This threshold was
based on the number of features captured per frame. The
proposed framework could operate in real time on a UAV
to accurately estimate the camera pose when 50 features per
framewere observed and integrated in the filter state, whereas
the performance significantly deteriorated at features below
20 features per frame. However, increasing the number of
features would increase the system complexity and computa-
tional cost. This work was later improved in [149] by using an
iterated EKF framework with fully robocentric representation
and by incorporating a photometric error model. A VIO
approach based on an iterated EKF (iEKF) framework with
a fully robocentric formulation and photometric error model
was proposed. In the iEKF framework, a full state refinement
was carried out simply by using an iterative process to update
the perlandmark, providing simultaneous landmark tracking
and considering visual and inertial information.
Furthermore, EKF-based VIO approach was proposed by
Zheng et al. [176] using a stereo camera. The framework was
based on line feature detectors, in addition to point feature
detectors, improving the system robustness under challeng-
ing conditions such as low texture environments or under
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illumination variation. A lightweight filtering approach was
adopted to reduce the effect of accumulated drifts for long-
term estimation, without the need of a back-end optimization
stage. In this work, the closing of the EKF update was formu-
lated by relocating the current sliding window into the past
key frames, reducing the accumulated drifts and errors.
Recently, Stremayr and Weiss [178] proposed an
EKF-based monocular VIO with a self-calibration property.
This approach used all image information which enabled VIO
to be performed at challenging environmental conditions such
as in low-textured and low-gradient areas. A higher order
covariance propagation (depth) and pixel (intensity) forward-
backward propagation was employed, which enabled more
precise motion estimation in different light condition envi-
ronments An alternative and an extension of EKF is the UKF
in which a Bayesian filter is used that updates the systems’
states via a group of sigma points. The prior distribution
is used to derive the weighted sigma points. Furthermore,
the mean and covariance contours are computed by using the
weighted sigma points using a nonlinear method. In [179],
the authors proposed a UKF-based VIO system designed
directly on the 3D Special Euclidean Group, SE(3). A matrix
Lie group G is a group equipped with a smooth manifold
structure such that the group multiplication and inversion
are smoothly operated. Processing rotation in the kinematic
model is considered as the main nonlinearity contributor.
Typically, Euler angles [180] and Quaternions [181] are
used to represent the model orientation. In this framework,
the kinematics of rotation is modeled on the SE(3) space and
by processing the visual and inertial information in the filter,
a unique and global 6DoF pose is estimated. Inertial measure-
ments are used to control the inputs, while the visual data are
processed to update the state. Detailed analysis of UKF-based
on Lie group algorithm is provided in [182]. Furthermore,
to improve the performance of pose estimation of UKF in
presence of dynamic model errors, many adaptive UKF fil-
tering methods have been addressed in literature [183]–[185].
Once the dynamic model errors are identified, the UKF
estimation is corrected.
b: MULTI-STATE CONSTRAINT KALMAN FILTER
One of the main drawbacks of EKFs approaches is the
requirement of high computational load, which may not
be suitable for resource-constrained platforms (i.e., UAV).
On the other hand, structure-less approaches such as MSCKF
framework are considered a better version in terms of accu-
racy and consistency because they do not rely on strict
probabilistic assumptions or delayed linearization [186].
In addition to that the MSCKF [141] framework has com-
plexity which is linear as a function of landmarks due to
marginalization of 3D feature points.
Recently, a novel IMU initialization approach has been
proposed by [165], which could estimate the model’s main
parameters within a few seconds. This approach was decou-
pled with the stereo-based MSCKF framework [161] to
deal with system inherited nonlinearities and measurement
or observation noises. This noise-adaptive state estimator
enhances pose prediction accuracy and overall model robust-
ness. The results provided have outperformed the results of
state-of-the-art VIO method of [161].
2) OPTIMIZATION-BASED VIO
Optimization-based VIO processes state estimation by solv-
ing the least square nonlinear problem over the IMUmeasure-
ment and the visual data for optimal prediction. Therefore,
in the optimization-based, VIO enables state vector lineariza-
tion of various points for more precise state estimations than
the ones provided by filtering-based methods [146]. In such
approaches, IMU measurement constraints are calculated
by integrating inertial data between two frames. Whereas,
in the conventional IMU integration technique, the IMU body
state initialization is computed at the initial captured images.
Lupton and Sukkarieh [187] proposed an IMU preintegration
technique to avoid such duplicated integrations. IMU prein-
tegration module has been widely adopted in optimization-
based VIO studies such as [143], [156], [188].
IMU preintegration process was reformulated in
Forster et al. [146] by using the rotation group which was
computed by a manifold rather than by Euler angles. Further-
more, a continuous preintegration technique was adopted in
the optimization-based VIO framework of Liu et al. [189].
Precise localization was achieved by using optimization-
based approaches, however, at the cost of extra computational
load, which is due to the higher number of landmarks required
in the optimization module. Therefore, optimization-based
VIO approaches might not be applicable for resource-
constrained platforms. To address this issue, solutions have
been proposed in the literature that aim at achieving a constant
processing time, such as algorithms that marginalize partial
past states and measurements to maintain a bounded-sized
optimization window [143], [156], [188], [190].
In OKVIS [143], a group of nonsequential old camera
poses, new sequential inertial states and measurements were
evolved in the nonlinear optimization module for a refined
and precise pose estimation. In addition, Qin et al. [155]
have proposed an optimization-based VIO approach using a
monocular camera incorporating loop closure modules that
ran concurrently in multithread mode to ensure reliability
and to guarantee real-time operation. Another VIO approach
was proposed by [191], however they efficiently utilized
loop closures that ran in a single thread, thus it had a linear
computational complexity.
Furthermore, Rebecq et al. [192] proposed an event-based
VIO algorithm using a nonlinear optimization for pose esti-
mation. The generated asynchronouse events, which have a
microsecond resolution, are accumulated into a frame per
spatiotemporal windows size. Features are then detected and
tracked using FAST corner detector and the Lucas-Kanade
tracker, respectively. Then, the 3D matched features are used
to triangulate between frames in order to estimate the rela-
tive camera motion between frames. The estimated camera
poses and 3D landmark positions are periodically refined
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by minimizing the reprojection error and the inertial mea-
surement error for effective fusion process (visual and IMU
measurements). The performance of the model was evaluated
on a large scale and an extremely high-speed dataset. This
evaluation demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of the
model.
The work of Mueggler et al. [193] proposed a continuous-
time framework using event camera to perform VIO. In their
framework, a direct integration of the asynchronous events
at micro-second resolution and the high rate of IMU mea-
surements. Cubic splines were used to approximate the tra-
jectory of event camera by a smooth curve in the space of
rigid body motions. Their model was evaluated on real time
using extensive scenes against a ground truth obtained from a
motion-capture system with a remarkable accuracy (position
and orientation errors are less 1%).
V. LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUES IN LOW-VISIBILITY
ENVIRONMENTS
For navigation through visually degraded environments, new
vision-based localization techniques have to be explored by
expanding the model work capability even beyond the visi-
ble band. As opposed to standard visible cameras, infrared
cameras are more robust against illumination changes. With
the recent advancements in thermal sensors in terms of size,
weight, resolution, load, and cost, thermal-inertial odom-
etry (TIO) is now considered a promising technique for
autonomous UAV and UGV systems that works in low vis-
ibility conditions without relying on GNSS data or any other
costly sensor such as LiDARs. The working principle of
thermal cameras is capturing the temperature profile in the
scene; thus, it can be used in low visibility environments
(i.e., low light, night) without the need of any additional
source of light.
However, the disadvantages of thermal sensors include
providing low textured, featured and image resolution as well
as having quite low signal-to-noise ratios [194]. Therefore,
in this case, several computer vision algorithms would not
be effective and hence, would need further developments.
In literature, very limited studies have been proposed related
to TIO, such as [14], [195]–[197], and could be further
investigated to overcome the limitations of thermal imagers.
Moreover, [198] provides an approach employing LiDAR for
a better visualization under different degraded environments.
For SLAM applications, Shim and Kim [16] proposed a
direct thermal-infrared SLAM platform which is optimized
and tightly coupled with LiDAR measurements. This multi-
modality system was selected to overcome the photometric
consistency problem of thermal images due to accumulated
sensor noise over time. The first step was to rescale 14-bit raw
radiometric data into grey-scale for feature extraction, and the
photometric consistency of thermal images was then resolved
by tracking the depth information of LiDAR measurements.
For night-time visual systems, researchers have investi-
gated advanced night imaging systems utilizing onboared low
light level cameras with the aid of computer vision algorithms
and the use of artificial intelligence (AI) based frameworks.
These cameras reflect the thermal energy of different objects
in the scene into a visible image under a wide range of
spectra: visible (0.4–0.7µm) to near-infrared (0.7–1.0µm)
light or to long-wave infrared (8–14µm). Such systems,
therefore, are illumination dependant and incompatible to
fulfill scene understanding at conditions where visibility is
insufficient, such as during low light or night missions.
The wide range of spectral band images and the develop-
ment of rendered visible/thermal fused imagery and enhance-
ment algorithms are able to aid the platform observation tasks
such as to operate and recognize several aspects of a scene
and detect and localize targets. The objective of providing
such fused imagery is to present a more informative content
than the individual image (i.e., visible or thermal image),
easy and clear to recognize, and robust under visual degraded
environments. For example, during low light conditions, color
remapping could improve target detection ability by enhanc-
ing image contrast and the use of highlighting color [199]
which lead to a faster scene recognition [200]. Various image
fusion methods have been investigated in the literature, such
as integrating visual and near-infrared context information
[201]–[205] and enhance image contrast [206]. Recently,
AI-based approaches have been investigated for color map-
ping of gray-scale thermal image [207]–[209] to enhance
image intensity and retain high level scene information, thus
leading for a better visualization.
Recently, two localization techniques in low visibility
environments were proposed by Mandischer et al. [210],
a novel radar-based SLAM and another radar-based local-
ization strategy employing laser maps. These approaches are
evaluated in indoor environments with heavy dust formu-
lation to emulate vision scenarios of the grinding process.
In the first approach, scan-to-map technique was developed
based on probabilistic iterative correspondence (pIC) SLAM.
While in the second approach, they utilized environmental
information prior to the grinding process. This data set is
used to generate a laser map that aids the localization process
of radar-based SLAM. They provided a strategy to improve
localization using laser maps with line fitting on Radar-based
SLAM.
The performance of VO is negatively affected in chal-
lenging illumination conditions and high dynamic range
(HDR) environments due to brightness inconsistency. There-
fore, Gomez-Ojeda et al. [211] have proposed a learning-
based method to enhance the image representation of the
sequences for VO. They have adopted long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) layers to maintain temporal consistency of the
image sequences, thanks to LSTM internal memory cell.
The trained network has been implemented in two state-of-
the-art algorithms of VO methods (ORB-SLAM [133] and
DSO [48]) and tested in challenging environments. Pose esti-
mation results using the enhanced image representation were
compared to the VO results using normal image sequences
and proved the network’s benefits that enhance localization
especially in challenging conditions.
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Alismail et al. [89] have proposed the use of binary
feature descriptors in the direct VO framework, which
enhances visual state estimation and increases system robust-
ness under illumination variation. This approach is invariant
to monotonic changes of the image intensity. In addition,
Park et al. [212] have performed a systematic evaluation of
the performance of various direct image alignment methods
in terms of accuracy and robustness under significant illu-
mination changes. Kim et al. [213] have proposed a stereo
VO algorithm which employs affine illumination model in
each image patch to cope with abrupt illumination variation
in direct state estimation model. The proposed approach
has demonstrated a real-time system capability to accurately
localize the aerial robot while maneuvering under significant
illumination changes. In addition, a multi-sensor fusion pose
estimation technique based on a factor graph framework was
proposed by [214] to navigate in visually degraded envi-
ronments. Four different sensors were used including IMU,
stereo camera with 2 LED lights, active infrared (IR) camera,
and 2D LiDAR which have been employed on a UGV and
tested in totally dark environments.
The high dynamic range property of dynamic vision sen-
sor could leverage visual localization models to operate in
challenging illumination conditions, such as low light room.
Hence, Vidal et al. [215] have proposed a hybrid frame-
work that fuses event data, visual data from standard images,
and IMU measurements for a more accurate and robust
pose estimation. The model was integrated with a resource-
constrained platform (quadrotor UAV) and evaluated exten-
sively with different flight scenarios such as hovering mode,
flying in fast circles, and different lighting conditions. Their
model outperformed the pose estimation obtained from stan-
dard frame based VIO by 85%.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Recent researches and technologies have proven the capa-
bility of autonomous vehicles to navigate in GNSS–denied
and low-visibility environments. Such platforms can feed
the end user with useful information that rely on vision-
based systems. Based on the application need, an appropriate
UAV or UGV navigation system would be adopted. Vision-
based localization is one of the promising research direc-
tions related to computer vision and deep learning (DL), and
aims to estimate the robot’s ego-motion within the environ-
ments using a set of subsequent measurements. Researchers
have investigated novel approaches to enhance vehicle self-
localization (position and orientation) accuracy, robustness,
reliability, and adaptability while maneuvering.
This survey provides a comprehensive overview of most
of the state-of-the-art visual-based localization solutions.
These techniques employ visual sensory data and other(s)
to localize the robot in GNSS-denied environments and in
low-visibility conditions. Two main vision-based navigation
paradigms have been reviewed, visual odometry and visual
inertial odometry, and discussed in terms of the key design
aspects, advantages, and limitations of each paradigm, where
applicable.
Key design choices of VO schemes can be classified
based on the used visual sensor(s) and the selected process-
ing modules, into geometric and nongeometric approaches.
In the first VO method, camera geometrical relations are
identified to estimate the ego-motion such as the intensity
value of image pixels (appearance-based VO [36], [37], [43],
[44], [48]–[50], [127]) and the image texture (feature-based
VO [63]–[65], [104], [105], [107], [108], [110], [125], [135]).
This method could provide precise state estimation only
if enough features within the environment are observed in
good lighting conditions. On the other hand, the nongeomet-
ric approach, learning-based VO [102], [111], [116], [117],
[126], [129], [131], does not require the initialization step
for camera parameters and the process of scale correction of
the estimated trajectory such as the case of monocular VO.
VO scheme could be a good candidate for precise localization
in GNSS-denied and textured environments at good illumi-
nation conditions. Table 1 provides a summary of the recent
literature in the VO field highlighting key design choices and
evaluation criteria.
Inertial-based odometry approaches use the high rate of
IMU data (linear acceleration and angular velocity) to esti-
mate the vehicle pose. This approach is unreliable for long-
term state estimation as the IMU data are corrupted with
noise over time. Hence, solutions based on VIO are pro-
posed to overcome the limitation of visual odometry and
inertial odometry techniques. VIO techniques are classified
based on the processing stage where sensor fusion (visual
data + IMU) occurs into loosely coupled [151], [170], [174]
and tightly coupled models [156]–[160], [164], [165], [167],
[168], [195]. The loosely coupled VIO processes the visual
and inertial information independently and each module will
estimate camera pose. Then, at a delayed stage, the poses
estimated from IMU and VO state estimators are fused to
produce a refined pose. Such an approach is simple and
easy to be integrated with other sensor modality frameworks.
However, in terms of pose estimation accuracy and robust-
ness, its lower than tightly coupled VIO techniques where all
sensor measurements (visual + IMU) are jointly processed
and optimized for pose estimation.
The VIO can be further classified based on type of data
fusion into filtering-based [151], [157], [160], [165], [178]
and optimization-based [143], [146], [156], [187]–[189] solu-
tions. In general, performing state estimation using Filtering-
based VIO is processed in two stages, (i) estimate the vehicle
pose using the IMU linear acceleration and angular velocities
that drive the vehicle dynamic model and (ii) update the
vehicle pose using the key information of the visual data that
estimated the vehicle ego-motion. Existing filtering-based
VIO solutions use the nonlinear filter framework (Kalman
filter) where errors are linearized producing accurate pose
estimation. These solutions can be categorized based on the
filtering frameworks into EKF [142], [149], [176], [178],
UKF [179] and MSCKF [141], [161], [165].
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The utilization of the EKF approach can be used to lin-
earize the data associated with the nonlinear and dynamic
model parameters, thus providing good pose estimation.
On the other hand, this comes at the cost of computational
power which increases quadratically relative to the number of
features tracked per frame.Moreover, to deal with highly non-
linear models, an approach based on an UKF are proposed,
which is an extension of EKF framework, and achieve higher
accuracy at the cost of computational load [179]. To deal with
the computational load constraints, a MSCKF framework
is proposed and provides better accuracy and consistency.
In addition to that, the computational load required
is linearly proportional to the number of detected
landmarks.
In optimization-based VIO framework, pose estimation is
processed by solving the least square nonlinear problem for
the IMU and visual information. Such approaches outperform
the pose prediction obtained from filtering-based VIO due
to their capability to linearize the state vector of various
points, producing more precise predictions at the cost of
extra computational loads. To tackle this issue and make
the approach suitable to be deployed in resource constraints
platforms, i.e., drone solutions have been proposed to uti-
lize constant processing time via a framework based on a
bounded-sized optimization window and marginalize past
states [143], [156], [188], [190]. In other words, few states are
updated via the nonlinear optimization solver, which reduce
the computation load and make it more feasible for real-time
operation. Table 2 highlights the design choices of the latest
studies in the VIO field.
State-of-the-art solutions for self-localization in low-
visibility environments can be categorized as follows: sin-
gle modality or multi-modality frameworks. In a single
modality, the state estimation was performed based on data
obtained from a single sensor i.e., stereo-based VO [213],
thermal-based VO [105], or event-based [85]. Thermal sen-
sors provide images at low resolution with low textured and
features. To address this issue, many image fusion techniques
with the visible image have been proposed based on com-
puter vision algorithm [201]–[205] or machine learning tools
[207]–[209]. This is to retain high level scene information for
better visualization and scene understanding.
To enhance robustness to difficult illumination con-
ditions and high dynamic range (HDR) environments,
enhanced VO frameworks are proposed in the literature,
such as by using binary descriptors [89], affine illumination
model [213], and learning-based methods to enhance image
representation [211]. Moreover, a multi-modality framework
has proposed to cope with difficulties in percepting the
environment around the vehicle at low visibility. In such
frameworks, the robot’s pose was estimated by using a
multi- sensory data fusion technique, i.e., thermal imager
with IMU [14], [197], event-based camera with IMU [192],
[193], [216], thermal imager and LiDARmeasurements [16],
Radar and LiDAR [210], and more than two sensory
data [195], [196], [214].
Based on the reviewed research studies, various research
components have been considered when developing visual-
based localization approaches, such as: sensor modality, type
of environment, type of platform (ground or aerial vehicle)
and available computation resources, and the dimension of
pose estimation (2D or 3D). Performing visual localization
can be processed in three main modules: preprocessing, state
estimation process, and postprocessing modules. The use
of these processes will affect the performance, prediction
accuracy, and system power and energy efficiency. There-
fore, based on the application needs, a suitable localization
approach should be investigated or researched for optimal
performance. Environmental texture properties and lighting
conditions affect the main source of perception to self-
localize the robot within the workplace (scene understand-
ing). The main evaluation metrics considered in the literature
are performance, accuracy, power and energy efficiency, and
system robustness. The different parts of performing visual
localization are summarized in Fig. 13.
According to the literature reviewed, the following chal-
lenges hinder the progression of effective self-localization
systems.
1) Robustness: In the presence of illumination variation
such as lighting or weather conditions, VO and VIO
approaches based on standard camera are poorly per-
forming localization due to lack of features detected
within the environment. There are post processing tech-
niques available to reduce the effect of outliers and
enhance the performance, however, at the cost of addi-
tional computational load. To that end, post-processing
vision-based state estimators by deploying deep learn-
ing (DL) approaches may significantly improve the
pose results, and hence, results in a more robust visual
localization system, such as in [217]. DL approaches
have the ability to adapt with inherited system non-
linearities as well as the variation in the environment.
In addition to that, very limited studies have employed
thermal camera for odometry estimation and overcom-
ing its low feature resolution [14], [195]–[197].
2) Applicability: Some platforms are limited with the
power and computational capabilities. Therefore, real-
time operating sensory data approaches should uti-
lize fully learning-based or hybridized learning and
conventional-based paradigms. Such systems are con-
sidered as application dependent models, however,
with the advances in machine learning tools, their capa-
bility can be extended over time via fine tuning or trans-
fer learning techniques.
3) Reliability: Real time operation requires the system
to have the above mentioned criteria, robustness, and
applicability. Based on the reviewed visual-based local-
ization approaches, they are application dependent
models. Online-based state estimators require the robot
to have self-awareness ability regarding the surrounded
environment and based on the situation, the best
suitable odometry technique should be operated.
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FIGURE 13. The main components of the visual-localization.
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Having this intelligent decision (ID) platform wherein
based on the condition, best suited approach is operated
for robot’ ego-motion estimation. Having such ID
platform would improve state estimation performance,
increase system adaptability, reliability and robustness.
4) Adaptability: Persistence pose estimation to adapt
with the changes in the environmental texture prop-
erties, features, and illumination conditions over time.
Enhance image representation at the visual localization
preprocessing module using deep learning approaches
would play a role for better perception and extrac-
tion of meaningful information, such as the work
proposed by [211].
Dynamic vision sensor (DVS) has the capability, com-
pared to visible cameras, providing sufficient data
under low light conditions at low latency, high dynamic
range, no motion blur [218]. Event based observation
and navigation approaches have been widely proposed
in literature [218], however, their key potential to be
utilized for real time application under low light condi-
tions has not yet largely been investigated.
For low visibility conditions, with the mentioned capa-
bility of event-based camera, fusion techniques of ther-
mal and event-based sensory data with an IMU might
lead to more robust self-localization scheme. Such
schemes could be investigated with the integration
of DL tools to learn and capture the inherited non-
linearities error patterns associated with overall visual
odometery estimation. This would enhance the end-
to-end framework or preprocessing the raw data and
hence increase system efficiency and reliability when
navigating at reduced visibility conditions.
The generated event data from event-based sensors are
noisy depending on the illumination condition and very
sensitive to camera parameters. In low light condi-
tions, the features or edges of moving objects, even
when tuning the camera parameters to their optimal
values, are highly scattered and very noisy. Therefore,
the need for an approach that could reject these noises
and sharpen the real event data is essential for a better
extraction of meaningful information under normal,
low light, and/or variation of lighting conditions. Yet,
event denoising methods based on conventional spatio-
temporal correlation or learning approaches are still
largely unexplored [219]–[225].
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have surveyed most of the state-of-the-art
studies related to visual-based localization solutions, namely
VO and VIO, to aid autonomous navigation in GNSS-denied
environments. In addition, we have conducted a comprehen-
sive review on self-localization techniques for autonomous
navigation in visually degraded environments. The main
components of performing visual localization were identified
and discussed.
Studies related to VO have been classified based on key
design choices into conventional approaches (appearance,
feature and hybrid-based methods) and non-conventional
approaches (learning-based methods). An overview of the
key design aspects of each category was provided, and the
challenges associated with each approach were highlighted,
where applicable. In addition, VIO-related studies have been
categorized based on the type of the sensory data that were
fused and the stage at which this fusion takes place. VIO tech-
niques can be categorized into filtering or optimization-based
paradigms, which include loosely, semi-tightly, and tightly
coupled approaches. Key design characteristics, strengths,
and weaknesses of each type were discussed. For lighting
conditions challenges, pose estimation is processed by frame-
works that enhance image representation and feature extrac-
tion modules. Furthermore, data fusion of multi-sensors is
also examined to cope with difficulties in percepting the
environment such as thermal imagers, event-based camera,
IMU, LiDAR, and RADAR measurements.
Advances in computer vision algorithms, machine learning
tools, and both software and hardware technologies should
be directed towards developing an efficient self-localization
system. Such systems should have an environment-awareness
capability, be resilient to outliers, adapt to environmental
challenges, and provide reliable, robust, and accurate estima-
tions in real-time. Based on the surveyed papers, the main
future self-localization direction includes pose estimation
in GNSS-denied, complex, and visually degraded environ-
ments. The main future research trends in this topic are
robustness, applicability, reliability, and adaptability.
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